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Cerro Torre

(Plates 36-38)

M y first visit to Patagonia was in 1993 with Doug Scott, Tut Braithwaite
and Sandy Allen, when we failed to climb Fitzroy. It taught me that

a slightly different approach might be necessary to climb routes in this part
of the world. Traditionally, 'big mountain' siege tactics were employed
here, using fixed ropes and camps, but it seemed that there ought to be a
better way of maximising time and effort. I remember thinking that, if I
ever returned, I must arrive ready to go climbing right away. This would
mean being fit in all aspects: for climbing rock or ice, walking fast, carrying
big rucksacks in wind and rain, and being prepared for uncomfortable biv
ouacking ... When was the last time I did all those things? Two years later,
Adrian Burgess and I met up to put theory into practice on Cerro Torre.

Several times we had climbed up to the Col of Patience from Bridwell
Camp, only to be turned back by ferocious winds. This preliminary sec
tion, which took about eight hours to climb, was similar in length and grade
to the Frendo Spur. This time, we were five people crammed into a tight
snow burrow high on the Col, looking straight out over the 1500m South Face
of the mountain and only 50 metres from the first rock pitch. Setting out at
2.30am came hard. It meant getting up just after midnight to start cooking
breakfast and getting ready. Any attempt to organise ourselves the night
before was difficult in the cold confmed space of the ice cave; it made for
an abrupt start. It's never easy to rock-climb by head torch in big boots and
carrying a heavy pack.

I was partnering Max Berger, a young Austrian guide we had only just
met. He had arrived in Patagonia with his friend Luis almost three weeks
before us and they had tried Cerro Torre several times already. With only
frost-nipped toes to show for their effort, Luis had decided it was not his
idea of fun any more, so Max asked if he could climb with us. Aid Burgess
and I had originally planned to climb together while Mark Wilford soloed
something else - it didn't really matter what so long as we were all climbing.
After much discussion around the fire in Bridwell Camp, it was agreed that
Aid would partner Mark, and I would partner Max.

Max had been up this part of the climb three times already, and the first
four rope lengths went by reasonably quickly, though climbing with a new
partner in the dark, and on 'the most difficult mountain in the world' (as
many have described it) was daunting. There was no time to stop and
enjoy the dawn. We moved as fast as we dared, all the while scanning the
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horizon for approaching clouds. Patagonia's notorious weather disciplines
you to monitor constantly what is happening.

Max asked me to take over the lead on the next pitch as he felt I would be
quicker. It was an icy, narrow chimney, awkward and strenuous, leading
to some scary iced-up slabs which continued for four rope lengths. This
sort of climbing eats up time. The next section comprised thin overhang
ing cracks leading to a hanging undercut like a diving board with a 1000m
void below it. We started to traverse the Maestri bolt ladder which veers
horizontally above the void for three and a half pitches. It was intimidating
at fIrst but I found I got used to it; and it was certainly no easier for the
second. As I belayed Max across the last of these pitches, great blocks of
ice the size of piano stools came ricocheting down a shallow couloir over
my right shoulder. I had to duck and dive to avoid being hit, all the time
thinking that there couldn't possibly be a way to cross under this constant
barrage. It was just too dangerous.

Suddenly it occurred to me that we might have to retreat, that we weren't
going to get up this climb after all. My fIrst reaction was one of sheer relief
- we could go down! Then came feelings of disappointment. After that,
for some unknown reason, I 'got brave', just as Max arrived at the stance.
Realising that the sun had strengthened sufficiently to loosen the snow and
ice from the headwall hundreds of feet above, and that this all seemed to be
funnelling directly towards us, we started counting. By studying the rate at
which the blocks came flying down, we could choose the best moment to
cross the couloir.

It worked. We escaped being pounded to death, and set up our next stance
on a pedestal beneath another overhanging wall. Water was pouring down
this section, and I could see us getting soaked to the skin, our clothes freez
ing like boards. This took the edge off any enthusiasm we might have felt.
Tied onto the smallest of ledges, and only able to move one at a time, we
struggled into waterproof jackets and trousers. As we climbed, water found
its way into every seam and aperture and streamed down our necks and
sleeves. But once we had reached the end of the pitch, the sun dropped
behind Cerro Torre and within a few minutes the water subsided. It was
nearly 4pm and we had been on the go for almost 14 hours. Surely the top
of the headwall could not be far now?

Ahead, the climbing was mixed - icy corners, hands on rock, feet on ice
- but still steep, and all the anchors were hidden under ice. We started to
move together, trusting one another not to fall. Soon the climb opened up
on to a steep, icy slope. We needed to traverse right for three rope lengths.
Armed with only one ice tool each, this operation felt very precarious.
After that we were back on straight vertical ice, which is far less hazardous
than any traversing. The fmal headwall was at last getting closer but we
still had a long way to go. Three more difficult ice pitches followed, each
with vertical sections, and we came upon a leaning tower with Maestri's
bolts spaced every two metres or so.
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Unfortunately the tower was overhanging, making for strenuous climb
ing. Things certainly weren't getting any easier, but the light was fading
and the temperature was dropping fast. This tower led to steep icy grooves
and on to a very small breche. We were at the base of the headwall now,
and it was 9.30pm.

When Maxjoined me in the dim light he remarked that his friend Robert
Jasper had climbed this headwall in the dark by head torch so, knowing
that the weather might not hold for another day, we set out: HVS/5.9 in
the dark! I left my rucksack tied to a piton in the breche, taking only the
head torch. Max carried some clothing and food for both of us. The plan
was that I should lead and that he would clean the pitches as he followed
me up. Aid and Mark, who had been right behind us from the outset but
who were not keen to climb on in darkness, decided to look for a bivouac
close to the breche. Mark ended up hacking into an ice mushroom atop a
rock pinnacle which, after about 45 minutes, provided them with a very
small, slippery, icy platform to sit on.

Meanwhile, I was still trying to ~ad up loose rotten rock and after some
difficulty I found a stance in the dark. Max followed; then I was off again.
Cerro Torre's headwall is approximately 300m high - about six full rope
lengths. We were starting up the second pitch when, after 25m, I reached
a very blank section and couldn't work out how to climb it. Out on a thin
limb in the dark, with an icy wind blowing, fear gripped me and my imagin
ation ran riot. Max, who had no desire to lead the pitch either, left it to me
to decide what to do. The thought of Aid and Mark brewing up 60m below
us left me wanting to descend, which we did, abseiling back to the breche.

'There's no room over here,' shouted Aid and Mark.
Whilst hanging onto the end of our abseil ropes, Max and I set about

excavating a small ledge. The slope was about 65° and dropped away for
2000m irIto dark emptirIess, with no room for the slightest error. After
what seemed hours of cutting irIto iron-hard ice, we had made enough
space for two backsides. Side by side we sat, tied to the rope. I held the
lighted stove and pan while Max kept filling it with small pieces of ice.
After two or three hot drinks ana snacks we shivered through the long
early hours. At 4.30am we started the process again and by 5.30 we were
away. By some miracle the weather was still good and, returning to our
high point in the daylight, the climbing didn't look too bad either. Even
with a head torch, darkness can hide so much.

Five fantastic pitches later we came upon Maestri's compressor. The
headwall is vertical orange granite and so steep that ice generally doesn't
form on it. A compressor the size of a small table stuck out at an ugly,
incongruous angle. Atmospheric ice had formed on it, forcing us to make
bizarre ice moves in the middle of the blank rock wall. Above the com
pressor, Maestri had smashed the heads off all his bolts during his descent,
leaving minute stubs of mild steel punctuating the pitch. This made for
some very spooky climbing, as we tried to re-use the holes and stubs with
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sky hooks, tying off the metal remnants. This was the most difficult pitch
by far, but mercifully the last one as it brought us to the top of the headwall.
The top of the mountain was much larger than I had imagined it, and we
had to climb three rope lengths back from the edge, traversing behind
mushrooms of ice, to reach the summit.

We'd climbed it! We could see most of the ice cap, but lenticular clouds
were streaking the horizon and racing towards us. How lucky we had been!
We spent 15 minutes on top waiting for Aid and Mark; then we could hang
about no longer. Clouds were beginning to engulf the summit, coating us
with hoar frost. We met the other two a pitch below the top of the headwall
and we all congratulated each other on our success. They would be on the
summit soon. They caught up with us again on the long abseil back to our
ice cave on the Col of Patience. By now the storm had really set in and the
descent was treacherous, requiring eight hours of total concentration, with
icy, shredded ropes.

Summary: In November 1995 an ascent of Cerro Torre (3128m) in
Patagonia was made via the SE Ridge variation (Maestri's 1971 bolted route)
by Paul Moores with Max Berger (Austria). They completed the route by
climbing the ice mushroom - a variable build-up of atmospheric ice that
rises above the rock plinth at the top of the headwall. They circled clockwise
round the back of the mushroom, where they reported a relatively easy
3-pitch climb to the SJIIIlmit. The 39-pitch route was graded 5.10/A2. The
following pair, Adrian Burgess (UK/US) and Mark Wilford (US), reached
the top of the headwall (ie the end of the rock pitches) in the first stages of
deteriorating weather and, in mist, continued for a full pitch up the 30° to
40° snow/ice slope. They reversed the route when conditions became un
acceptably dangerous. This was the first time that British mountaineers
had reached the summit and summit plinth of Cerro Torre after several
notable attempts.



36. Cerro Torre, 3128m, (Patagonia) seen from Bridwell Camp. (Paul Moores) (p97)

37. The ice cave at the Col of Patience. L to R Mark Wilford, Aid Burgess,
Paul Moores. (Paul Moores collection) (P97)



38. Max Berger leading the overhanging pillar, with the headwall of
Cerro Torre (upper left). (Paul Moores collection) (P97)
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